Dear Sir,
I have held a taxi driver's licence since 1977 and worked continually since then both
full and pwi t h e , (but for four months total licence suspension in 1985 and 1993),
the last three years as a silver service driver.

Regarding luxury taxis, under no circumstances should a Pigher-than-normal booking
fee be considered.
(1) Four out of five lux-ury cab bookings would be lost if a surcharge
was introduced
(2) Already there is a perception among some potentiai passengers that
luxury cabs Cost More on the meter, iesuiting fiom s e v e f ~dishonest drivers. TWse
passe&ers walk past the liiicq timi on a r& and refrain from hailing a l t i ~cab
- ~
on the street. The number of these people would greatly increase were a surcharge on
the booking fee to be introduced, since many people do not distinguish the booking
fee from the fare rate.
(3) The combination of (1) and (2) would lead to a large reduction in
the number of passengers for the luxury cab driver who does not target regular private
clients. It could reach the point where the luxury cab driver is better off in a
non-l-lwruiy vehicle.
Regarding fares in general, too often the foilowing items are not considered:
(;)The large impact of the prolife~ationof shuttle buses on the amount
of work for taxis at the airport
(2) The reduction in business travel resulting from email's having
eliminated the need for many meetings
(3)The considerable relative drop in the price of small cars
(4)Tlie much sliislller size iri generations Y and X of the largest
demographic of taxi users, tkat is people -tinderthe age of 35
(5)The decentralisation and "deregulation" of entertainment in the
24-hour licensed premises and (for example) large cinema complexes in every
suburban "hub" reducing the munbers of long fares.
All these above factors have had a marked impact on the amouat of taxi use in the
recent past.
More effective taxi service, and th-m bet€ervaliie for passengers' money was also
provided when the booking system was only partly coinputerised. In the past, when
customers checked back after waiting for 20 minutes, operators strove to get their
booking accepted in view of their patience and loyalty (that is, not just jumping in
their car, walking to the nearest main street to hail, ringing several companies etc.).

Such striving was also practised to get airport-bound people specially served by
describing where d~fficult-to-findstreets were. I get many complaints in my area of
the inner-west from both these categories of people: the "check-backers" on localtrip jobs (with some people on Saturday nights waiting up to an hour and a half) and
people in difficult-to-access streets, particularly when they are airport-bound
Delays are also increased by the fully computerised system because drivers naturally
wish to retain a i g h spot in the suburb queue, and remain logged in to the one
suburb, but are offered a job when they have proceeded some distance from that
suburb.This means that jobs are often offered to the number one car in the queue who
is however very far from being the closest car to the job.

Stephen Jenkins
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